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Excel4apps GL Wand and
Oracle Business Intelligence
Discoverer (Discoverer)
Overview
For companies that have been using Discoverer as a tool for financial reporting, Oracles announcement
on the Discoverer product direction may not be such bad news*. One of the reasons Discoverer was
used for financial reporting processes in the first place was due to the difficulty of using Financial
Statement Generator (FSG) or ADI as well as the general lack of availability of other reporting tools.
However, as Discoverer was never actually designed with financial reporting in mind, it is most likely
not doing a good job at facilitating that specific process and so this might be the perfect time to find
a tool that was.
If financial reporting is your main concern then GL Wand from Excel4apps was designed to enable
that exact process using a powerful Excel front end. Unlike other Oracle BI solutions, GL Wand installs
in minutes, doesn’t require consultants or heavy IT resources, and allows for greater flexibility, massive
productivity gains and is also very user friendly.
You could follow Oracle’s recommended approach and replace Discoverer implementations with
Oracle Business Intelligence Applications by June 2015, or simply install our applications in less than
an hour to experience the immediate business benefits of a tool designed for financial reporting and
fast becoming the standard tool amongst Oracle EBS customers. GL Wand covers the typical finance
reporting needs and Reports Wand caters for Excel based reporting beyond what finance needs.

About GL Wand
GL Wand from Excel4apps is an Excel-based financial reporting solution for Oracle E-Business Suite
general ledger data. For the finance department, GL Wand delivers immediate business benefits by
enabling highly efficient financial reporting, shorter month ends, and faster refreshes and drill downs.
GL Wand leverages your existing Oracle security settings and provides reports with drill-down capabilities
that are refreshable on demand, yet preserve formatting and Excel formula. Without middleware or
data warehouse requirements, you can install and widely deploy Excel4apps solutions in minutes – so
there’s less reliance on IT support and greater power given to the individual user.
The benefit of an Excel-based approach is that reports can be created to the exact presentation
quality and format that is needed.

About Oracle Discoverer
Discoverer, formally known as Oracle Business Intelligence Discoverer, is an ad hoc query and analysis
reporting tool oriented for end users. Oracle has recommended migrating to one of their strategic BI
offerings by June 2015.
*In the “Oracle Business Intelligence Discoverer Statement of Direction,” published March 2014, Oracle described their
Discoverer product as non-strategic since 2006 and indicated that Premier support of the product will end in June of 2014.

Companies
using Discoverer
for finance
reporting should
consider moving
toward a
finance-specific
reporting tool
with an Excel
front end.

Comparing GL Wand and Business Intelligence Discoverer

Category

The Bottom Line

ARCHITECTURE
End-User Layer (EUL)

• In order to allow
general ledger
(GL) Balancesbased financial
reporting, a custom
EUL will need to be
developed, tested
and maintained.

• GL Wand is an
application that
detects the Oracle
E-Business Suite Set of
Books configuration,
including chart of
accounts, currencies,
calendars, security
rules, hierarchies, drillto-journal and drill-tosubledger details and
relationships.

• The time between installing GL Wand and
running the first GL report can be measured in
minutes.
• The development, testing and
implementation of a custom EUL to support GL
Balance reporting with drill-to-journal and drillto-subledger detail will most likely take months
and involve a substantial cost investment. The
ongoing cost of maintaining the EUL is also a
consideration.
• The inability to enforce Segment Value
Security Rules in Discoverer reports may
concern organizations using Security Rules
assigned to Responsibilities.

Connection Method

• Web interface

• Excel interface using
HTTP connection

• Excel is already on the desktop, and GL
Wand allows people to use it for connecting,
defining and executing Oracle GL reporting.

Software Version
Upgrades

• Web application,
versions centrally
managed

• Only a single central
version is maintained,
which is invoked on
client workstations
when needed.

• GL Wand now has a zero client install which
means global deployments are very easy.
• No additional software installation is required
on the client machine.

Report Layout

• Discoverer
produces cross-tab
reports, list reports or
graph-type reports.

• GL Wand lets you
specify the exact
report layout by
allowing individual
definition of each
Excel cell.

• GL Wand and Discoverer are very different
applications. Discoverer is excellent for
cross-tab reports like summarizing employee
headcount by job grade or profit margin
by region. On the other hand, GL Wand is
an application built for finance people that
work in Excel. An organization may need
both applications to meet all enterprise wide
reporting requirements.
• Consider the challenges of meeting what
may seem like a simple financial reporting
requirement, like a formatted balance sheet.
Discoverer will not allow you to insert blank
rows or columns into a Discoverer report or
display data other than what is already a
record in the underlying database.
• Using Excel and GL Wand, it is simple to insert
the word “Assets” into the report, insert blank
lines as needed, specify the order of the
accounts and generally tailor the layout and
format of each individual cell as needed. It is
also possible to mix user entered values with
GL data to build complex formulae driven
models and reports.
• Note the above cross-tab style output, which
has limitations when the desired output is a
formatted financial statement report. Financial
modeling is also curtailed as it is not easy to mix
user entered data with GL data as Discoverer
“cells,” unlike Excel cells, are read only.

Example: Typical
Discoverer Output

Example: Typical GL Wand /
Excel Output Balance Sheet
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FUNCTIONALITY
Report Definitions

• Report definitions are
stored as a Discoverer
workbook.

• Report definitions are
saved as an Excel
workbook.

• The GL Wand report definition and
the report output are one and the
same .xls, which means a common
Excel interface to the source and
output.

Report Development

• Users need to know
how to use Discoverer.

• Users need to know how
to use Excel.

• Users with Excel skills can modify
their own reports.

Report Layout

• Constrained to crosstab, list or graph report

• Free form reporting at
cell level

• GL Wand has virtually no limitations
on layout, number and type of
financial values represented and
mixed in a workbook. The report
can be designed to meet the final
output specification.

Report Building Tools

• Use Discoverer
as front end

• Use Excel Copy and
Paste functionality to
replicate, extend and
modify reports.

• GL Wand’s rapid report
development environment
improves productivity.

Underlying Nature
of Tools

• Discoverer is a generic
reporting tool that can
publish to Excel.

• GL Wand is a purposebuilt financial reporting
application embedded
in Excel.

• GL Wand has simple functions
built around the finance role, like
functions for account balances,
currencies, ledgers, segment
descriptions and most all of the
data the finance teams would
need in a report. Rich, drillable
reports can be created in minutes
and optionally mass distributed to
non GL Wand users via static Excel
workbooks if needed.

Report Refresh
Performance

• Will fetch balances
quickly, but it may be
a multi-step process to
convert the balances
to a final report

• Controlled at the
individual cell / range /
sheet or workbook level

• GL Wand refreshes cells quickly and
with the latest in-memory database,
it does so as efficiently as possible.
Each cell represents many balances.
Huge productivity gains are expected,
especially for ad hoc enquiry,
compared to a front-end logon.

Cell-Level Reporting

• Only allows for Crosstab, list or graph
output

• Refreshes each cell in
place with referential
integrity maintained

• Excel objects like graphs,
conditional formatting, and
formulae, etc., that are linked to
source cells will refresh intact due
to referential integrity.
• Users can exploit Excel functionality.
One click reporting is possible with
GL Wand.
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FUNCTIONALITY CONTINUED
Report Review
& Drill Down

• Drill downs must be
built into the custom
EUL (where possible)
and maintained.

• Drill-to-detail
functionality included
with the install

• Improve user productivity with
GL Wand. Drill-to-journal lines on
YTD balances and drill-to-multiple
sub-ledger sources simultaneously
― functions that are not currently
possible with ADI or Discoverer.

Report Validity

• Has a Save As or
Export function

• Can create a snapshot
when needed

• Snapshot the report only when
needed (leaving non GL Wand
formulae intact) and distribute static
financial reports as .xls or .pdf.

Balances Extract

• GL Wand’s Balances
Extract feature is similar
to how Discoverer
works with GL
Balances.

• Quickly extract trial
balance into Excel

• GL Wand supports high speed trial
balance extracts with comparative
balances for use in Excel. No manual
intervention is needed.

For More Information
www.excel4apps.com/contact
E-mail sales@excel4apps.com
Excel4apps is a best-in-class provider
of Excel-based reporting, inquiry, and
budget-loading software for Oracle and
SAP. Designed for finance professionals,
its award-winning GL Wand, Reports
Wand and Budget Wand products
easily and securely deliver real-time
ERP data using Microsoft Excel® to save
reporting time and effort. Excel4apps
serves over 17,000 Oracle and SAP users
in 62 countries, with offices in Australia,
the United States, United Kingdom,
United Arab Emirates, Singapore, and
South Africa.
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